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Turning the Page on Nursing Clinical Logs
A leading California nursing program is transforming its
students experience by upgrading from “Blue Books” to the
nTrack™ Nursing Clinical Log System from Skyscape.com
The Loma Linda University School of Nursing, a leader
in training and educating nurses for more than a hundred
years, recently took a leap into the future, opting to phase
out their old “blue books”—paper-based clinical logs they
had been printing and passing out to students for more
than 15 years—in favor of the nTrack Nursing Clinical Log
System, a high-tech, cutting-edge, handheld offering
from Skyscape.

Loma Linda University Medical Center

Skyscape, a worldwide leader in delivering mobile medical information at the point of care, developed nTrack to help fill
a critical need for nursing programs—a simple, intuitive system for students to log their lab and clinical experiences; for
faculty to easily monitor, review, and provide feedback; and for all parties to easily access and print out individual student
histories and experiences.

What is nTrack?
The nTrack Nursing Clinical Log System is a complete solution for tracking students’ classroom and clinical work. nTrack’s
mobile and HIPAA-compliant interface allows students to enter clinical information at the point of care—as if they were
using an EHR system—and allows faculty to quickly and easily track these clinical encounters and provide feedback.
Integration with a suite of Skyscape mobile medical textbooks and clinical resources further enhances the learning
opportunity for students as they are trained to quickly access medical information related to their clinical encounters.
Skyscape’s patented SmartLink™ cross-reference technology makes this knowledge integration seamless, allowing users
to move intuitively from records, to textbooks, to medical calculators and other tools.

How is nTrack changing Loma Linda?
“It’s all about time management,” says Zelne Zamora, Assistant Professor of Nursing who is responsible for implementing
nTrack at Loma Linda. “When students and teachers see how quickly they can check off the skills and review them, they
embrace this.”
Until the switch to nTrack, all incoming nursing students were given a “Blue Book,” a simple printed log with a blue card
stock cover, and printed on folded letter-size paper. Students toted this around through their years of classes and training,
checking off skills and tasks and providing it to faculty for review and initials.
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Clinical Log: Old vs New
Old Blue Book:
• 20-page, 5.5 x 8.5 booklet
• Filled out by pen
• Passed back and forth manually

between a student and teachers
• No back-up; clean copy provided

if original lost or damaged
• Not built for easy review

or sharing

nTrack Nursing Clinical
Log System
• Powerful, multiplatform app
• Convenient one-touch forms
• Instantly available to students

and faculty
• Automatically backed up
• Easy reports for planning curricula,

preparing resume and portfolio

This system, not unlike those used at many nursing schools, is rife with problems. For starters, students had to bring the
physical booklet to all their faculty for review—so review and discussion might take place weeks after the original clinical
experience. Furthermore, going through lots of booklets and writing their initials was never an efficient process for faculty.
With nTrack, as soon as a student checks off an experience on his or her handheld device, it’s in the system for faculty
to quickly see and review at their convenience. “They don’t have to be in the office, and they don’t have to coordinate
getting anything back to the student,” explains Zamora. “This gives them back some time. If it’s pencil and paper, you’ve
got to put your initials all over the place.”
“Probably the biggest problem with Blue Books, though, is when students lose them,” Zamora points out. Students
frequently had to be issued new Blue Books midway through their time at nursing school—because they misplaced their
original or put it in the wash. This led to the unfortunate scenario of a student trying to backfill and gain faculty sign-off on
clinical experiences that may have happened more than a year or two in the past.
With nTrack, a student’s track record is immediately backed up to a database—easily accessible by students and faculty
whenever they need it.
And finally, the Blue Book did not lend itself well as a presentation piece. If a student was asked about their specific
experiences in a job interview, they might have to resort to pulling out an old, dog-eared, beat-up Blue Book and page
through it. With nTrack, it is easy for students to make a clean and professional print-out of their clinical experience and
present it with confidence to potential employers.
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How was nTrack introduced at Loma Linda?
Change can be intimidating—especially when a process,
no matter how old-fashioned, is familiar.
“Anytime you implement something new—we should
run it through one class, work out the kinks.” says Zamora,
who introduced nTrack in her Medical Surgical Nursing
Class, and then kept that test group using it as they went
through the system. “Everybody’s a little afraid when they
hear there’s going to be an electronic version, but once
the other faculty they saw the ease of it, they liked it!”
Following their test implementation, Loma Linda worked
with Skyscape to adapt some of the features to their
specific needs. In particular, because of the age of the
typical patients in their clinical setting, the age ranges in
the drop-down menu had to be adjusted to ensure that
all the information tracked by students remained HIPAA
compliant. This type of adjustment was quickly and
easily executed.

”

With over 400 students,
all carrying around
SmartPhones instead
of Blue Books—not to
mention replacement
copies—we’re going to
be saving a lot of paper!
Zelne Zamora – Assistant Professor of Nursing

Zamora also explained that they learned how to coach students to best use nTrack – and how easy it is to record the
experiences immediately after they happen—or even in the same room—to take full advantage of the technology.
In the fall of 2012, use of nTrack will expand across all incoming students. And by the end of 2013, there will never
be a need to print another Blue Book!
“Green is the way we’re trying to go,” says Zamora. “With over 400 students, all carrying around SmartPhones instead
of Blue Books—not to mention replacement copies—we’re going to be saving a lot of paper!”

Questions about nTrack at your institution?
Learn more at www.skyscape.com/groups
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